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Abstract– In this paper, the limits of a 4-Wire 3-Level Neutral 
Point Clamped (4W-3L-NPC) inverter used as the only interface 
to integrate a renewable energy source and a Hybrid Energy 
Storage System (HESS) into a microgrid are under investigation. 
The power flow management of the DC side is based on a Second 
Order Sliding Mode Controller that aims to realize a frequency 
decoupling of load and renewable energy disturbance. The 
investigation focuses on the power flow division capabilities among 
a vanadium redox flow battery and a lithium ion battery 
composing the HESS. Both simulations and experiments will 
support the limits analysis as well as the proposed control strategy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The constant increase of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) 
integration due to the limitation of fossil fuel and the social 
awareness on global warming may lead to stability and power 
quality issues in weak grids such as microgrids. To limit these 
drawbacks, renewable power plants are nowadays asked to 
provide ancillary services to the utility grid, such as frequency 
and voltage regulation. However due to the stochastic nature of 
RES, like wind and solar energy, the use of Energy Storage 
Systems (ESSs) is inevitable [1]. 

In weak power systems, it has been demonstrated that ESSs 
can drastically improve RES integration as well as network 
stability. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the 
stress applied on ESSs in such applications may significantly 
reduce their lifetime. Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS) 
offer the possibility to increase the lifetime of each ESS as well 
as enhance the global specific power and specific energy of the 
whole system. 

Unlike the 4W-3L-NPC topology, extensive studies have 
been carried out on HESS using parallel and floating power 
converter topologies. These topologies involve DC/DC 
converters that adapt ESSs voltages and control their power 
flow, leading to a lower global efficiency than the 3L-NPC 
topology [2]. The 3L-NPC topology also has less flexibility on 
the power flow control of each ESSs [3] and thus the power is 
limited and will depend on various factors including the DC 
voltage unbalances and the modulation index. 

The 4th Leg of the inverter allows control of the neutral line 
to maintain a balanced voltage while in islanded mode and even 
in unbalanced load conditions. A literature review shows that the 
4W-3L-NPC topology used as a unique power converter 
between a RES and a HESS to a microgrid has not been 
addressed. 

This paper proposes an investigation of the limits of a 4W-
3L-NPC when used as a HESS interface for RES integration to 
a microgrid. A second order sliding mode controller is then 
designed and tuned in order to control the power flow of the 
VRB and assess the limits of the topology in an operational 
scenario. The power division among each ESS is based on 
frequency decoupling, the fast load variations being supplied by 
the Li-Ion ESS and the trend by the VRB ESS. The 4th Leg of 
the converter makes it suitable to control the neutral line and 
therefore to maintain AC voltages balanced even with 
unbalanced load conditions. 

2. MODELLING OF THE 4W-3L-NPC HESS INTERFACE 

In this section, the ESSs models used in this work are 
described. Then the 4W-3L-NPC inverter model is developed 
and used to analyse the limits of the topology. 

2.1. Modelling of the HESS 

The HESS used in this work is composed of a Vanadium 
Redox Flow Battery (VRB) and a Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery. 
These batteries have been selected for their high specific energy 
and specific power respectively, as well as for their very high 
round trip efficiencies of 65-88% for the VRB and 78-88% for 
the Li-Ion battery [4]. 
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Fig. 1 4W-3L-NPC topology used as an HESS interface for RES integration 



 

2.1.1. Li-Ion ESS 

The Li-Ion model used in this work is based on the module 
presented in [5]. This model is already implemented in 
SimPowerSystems library of MATLAB/Simulink. The battery 
is realized with strings of series modules connected in parallel to 
build an ESS of 825 V/ 30Ah (at 80% of SOC and open circuit). 
The parameters of the Li-Ion battery are summed up in Table 1 
and its equivalent circuit is presented in Fig. 2. 

Table 1: Parameters of the Li-ion battery 
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Fig. 2: Model of a Li-Ion cell 

2.1.2. Vanadium Redox Flow ESS 

The VRB used in this work has a rated voltage of 450V (at 
50% of SOC and open circuit), a maximum charge/discharge 
current of 60A and a rated power of 25kW. The model of the 
VRB is based on the model introduced in [6], [7] and has been 
validated on a 1.25kW experimental device in [8]. Fig. 3 shows 
the equivalent circuit of the VRB whose parameters are summed 
up in Table 2. 

Table 2: Parameters of the VRB unit 
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Fig. 3: Model of the VRB 

2.2. Modelling of the 4W-3L-NPC interface 

The 4W-3L-NPC topology used as a HESS interface is 
presented in Fig. 1. This topology has 43 = 64 different switching 
states which produce different AC voltage vectors defined by 
(1). Vectors that can be generated by more than one switching 
state are called redundant vectors and allow power flow division 
control among the HESS [9] as they can be produce by one ESS 
or the other. 

������ = �23	
��� + ����� + ����������� ���ℎ	�� = �����  
(1) 

 A zero sequence signal injected in the modulating signals 
allows the selection of the redundant vector and thus the control 
of the power division. This technique has been initially 
developed in order to balance the DC link capacitor voltages 
[10]. 

 

 The 4th leg of the inverter allows control of the neutral line 
which makes the topology suitable for keeping a balanced 
voltage, even in unbalanced load conditions, while in isolated 
operation mode of a microgrid. The Three Dimensional Space 
Vector Modulation (3D-SVM) scheme is used to generate the 4th 
leg modulation signals [11].  

Considering the average model of the 4W-3L-NPC 
converter, equation (2) represents the current as a function of the 
AC currents (where �� is the current taken at the top level of the 
inverter and ��  the modulating signals associated to this level).  �� = ���� + ���� + ���� + ���� 					 
					= �!"# +	�$%_'(� + )*�_�+,-� ��*�_�+,�� − -� �/*�_�+,��01213≈5

 (2) 

The unbalanced AC voltages generated by unbalances in DC 
voltages are compensated using the factors in (3) to modify the 
modulating signals amplitude. The output AC waveforms are 
therefore not dependant on the ESSs voltages 

67 = 2�$%8'(��$%8'(� + �9:� 	 ; 	6� = 2�9:��9:� + �$%8'(� (3) 

Finally the modulating signals applied on the top half of the 
converter can be expressed as in (4) where <� is the zero 
sequence injection and ��#=> the modulating signals after the 3D 
SVM transform. The bottom side variables �� and ��8 can be 
obtained symmetrically. 

��8 = 67 − 1 + ��#=> + <�67 	@% 
���ℎ	@% = 1 + A�B, C

DE87 FGHIJ KLDE M2 	�,�	N = �, P, Q, ,			 
	 

(4) 

2.3. Limits of the 4W-3L-NPC topology 

The limits of the topology will be investigated considering 
the DC link capacitor removed. The ratio of the mean power 
from one ESS on the RMS AC power is defined as the power 
division index and it can be expressed as in (3) for the Li-Ion 
battery. It can be symmetrically obtained for the VRB. 

R$%_'(� = @�@DS	 = ��T� C1 + =UV_WXY=Z[\ M C']	^JH '\	^JH '_	^JH√� M cosdef (5) 

It can be seen from (5) that the power division capabilities 
are clearly dependent on the DC voltage unbalances and the 
modulation index. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the power 
division index depending on DC voltage unbalances and 
modulation index variations for maximum and minimum zero 
sequence injection (6). Power factor variations does not involve 
change in the limits on the contrary.   

g<�	>Dh = 1 − |max	d��#=>f|	<�	>'m = 	 |max	d��#=>f| − 1 (6) 

Finally, if a RES injects a current on the DC bus, using (5) 
and Kirchhoff’s laws, equation (7) that represents the lower and 
upper Li-Ion ESS power limit, with R$%_'(�KL	T%�/T�o	the power 
division index at minimum and maximum zero sequence 
injection. 

 @$%_'(�KL	T%�/T�o = −@:p�672 + R$%_'(�KL	T%�/T�o		@DS 			 (7) 

Parameter Value 

Cells in parallel 20 
Cells in series  550 

E0 (V) 3.7348  

K  (V) 0.00876 

A  (V) 0.468 

B (Ah)-1 3.5294 

Rs  (Ω) 0.09 

   Parameter   Value 

Cells in series 322 
Vequilibrium (V) 1.4 

Rreaction  (Ω) 0.81  

Rresistive (Ω) 0.54  

Rfixed (Ω) 295.

Celectrode (F) 0.01



 

 
Fig. 4 Power division index for modulation index and DC voltage variations 
while: a) c) minimum b) d) maximum zero sequence injection. 

Fig. 4Fig.  presents the power division index for ESS voltage 
and modulation index variation. These surfaces represent the 
structural limits that each ESS can reach. Equation (7) can be 
then used to explore the limits that each ESS can reach while 
RES injection on the DC bus. 

Using the power division behaviour defined in (7) , it can be 
seen that for a certain range of set points, it is possible to split 
the RES power between the AC load and the Li-Ion battery, 
while the rest of the AC power is provided by the other ESS. 
This phenomenon could be assimilated to an energy transfer 
from one ESS to another, and will be developed in Section 4 as 
a power exchange possibility between the ESSs is necessary for 
flexibility purpose in a HESS. 

2.4. Limits and averaged model validation 

The limits of the topology are assessed by simulation means 
using both averaged and detailed models of the converter. The 
ESSs are replaced by variable voltage sources and the RES by a 
current source injecting on the DC bus. To verify the 
effectiveness of the limits, the zero sequence signal injected is a 
sine varying from minimum to maximum according to (6) of 
10Hz frequency. The RES power injected is a sine of 2kW 
amplitude and 1Hz frequency while the AC resistive load is 
increased at 2s to reach 2kW. The DC bus voltage is kept 
constant at 1kV but the ESSs voltages are varying with opposite 
sign. 

Fig. 5 presents the result of this simulation. First it can be 
noted that there is an offset between the ESSs power detailed 
model compared to the averaged one. This is due to the losses 
that are not taken into account in the averaged model. It can also 
be seen that both ESSs power variations are within the limits 
calculated using (7) and displayed in green in c) and d). We can 
conclude from these results that the previous limits are valid for 
DC voltage, RES and AC load variations. 

3. HESS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

3.1. DC side control 

The DC side control aims to control the power flow of the 
VRB in order to smooth its power gradient. The control strategy 
is based on the Second Order Sliding Mode Control design 
principle using the Super Twisting Algorithm (STA) by Levant 
[12]. The design principle and tuning method is based on [13]. 

3.1.1. design of the controller 

The chosen sliding function is the one shown in equation (8), 
where � = irst	uvw − i9:�  and c is a positive constant. 

 
Fig. 5: ESSs Limits assessment while ESS voltage, RES power and load 
variation: a) AC and RES power b) ESSs voltages c) Li-Ion ESS power 
variation c) VRB ESS power variation. 

 

A = � + Q	x �	�� (8) 

F�F�		=	�9:� + )9:�-�	 CF	%Z[\	^yzF� + Q�M	 
− { |�� }67 − 1 + ��∗ + <�6� ��� + ������,�,�,�  

(9) 

Considering the structure of (9), the control law can be 
expressed as (10) where the term with the subscript ‘ST’ 
corresponds to the STA, and is given in (11) where � and � are 
positive gains to be tuned. The first terms of (11) is used to 
guarantee s=0 is reached in finite time.  The subscript ‘EQ’ 
corresponds to the equivalent control term obtained by 
letting	�A ��⁄ = 0 and is given in (12). 

 <� = 	<�	#� +	<�	"� (10) 

<�	#� = 	�	�|A|	A�B,dAf + �xA�B,dAf 	�� (11) 

<�	"� = )9:�-� CF%Z[\	^yz	F� + 	Q	�M + ��� − �7�� 	 (12) 

�7 = 	 { ����6� d67 − 1 + ��#=>f���,�,�,�
 (13) 

�� = 	 { ����6����,�,�,�
 (14) 



 

3.1.2. Tuning of the controller 

Substituting the control law of (10), (11) and (12) into (9) 
results in equation (16). �A�� = − �7)9:�-� �		�	�|A|	A�B,dAf + �xA�B,dAf 	��� (15) 

The �7function that appears in (15) and is given in (13) is 
hardly expressible as it uses variables from the AC side as well 
as the zero sequence injection. For the sake of simplicity, it is 
assumed that the �7 function is constant and equal to its peak 
value on a given set point which is equal to the grid current peak 
value �7�  divided by the DC voltage unbalance index	6�. Then, 
taking the time derivative of (15) and given that A�B,dAf =A/|A| it comes (16). 

�²A��² = − �7�)=!�-� } �2	�|A|	�A�� + � A|A|	� (16) 

Assuming the sliding mode is reached, we can consider 
|s|<∆, with ∆ positive constant close to zero. Considering the 
worst case |s|=∆ and using the definition of A in (8), the following 
equation on the error comes to: 

������ + } �7� 	�2)=!�-�√Δ	+ Q�0111112111113��
	���� 			+ 	 �7�)=!�-�√Δ��	Q2 	+ �√Δ�011111121111113�E

	� 

			+ 	 �7� 	�	Q)=!�-�	Δ0112113��
x�	�� = 0 

(17) 

Taking the time derivative of (17), a third order equation (18) 
of the error dynamic while sliding mode is obtained. ������ + �� �²���² + �7 ���� + �5		� = 0 (18) 

The error dynamic can then be identified with the third order 
transfer function defined in (19) in order to select appropriate Q, � and � gains. The identification leads to a set of parameters �, � and several parameters Q (20). The best parameter for Q can 
be identified later by simulation means.  ��p = d�� + 2�ω� 	� + ω��fdp + ��ω�f 
= �� + d2 + �f	�ω�011121113��

�� + d1 + 2���fω��011121113�E
� + ��ω��023��  

(19) 

��
�
��

Q = ω�	+�	Q = �ω� 	
� = 2	�	)=!�-�√Δ�d2 + �f�ω� − Q��7� 	

� = )=!�-�	Δ	�	�	ω���7� 	Q
 (20) 

Given that �ω� ≫ ω�, the transfer function has a dominant 
pair of pole, typically � = 10. For a damping ratio � = 1, the 
natural pulsation, and thus the whole error of the VRB current 
dynamic, can finally be defined only by the settling time �� at 
2%, as it is expressed by the approximation in (21). 

ω� = −5.8��  (21) 

3.2. AC side control 

In a microgrid context, the global load is often unbalanced. 
As a consequence AC voltages could be significantly affected, 
especially in islanded mode. The investigated 4 Leg 3L-NPC 
inverter is able to take charge of such issues and keep AC 
voltages balanced, even in unbalanced load conditions, by using 
an adapted AC control. The control strategy used in this work is 
based on [14], which employs Fortescue’s sequence 
decomposition in positive, negative and homopolar sequences, 
coupled with the 3D-SVM scheme to generate the 4th leg 
modulating signal. Each sequence is converted to the d-q 
rotating frame using the Park and Clark transforms and 
controlled independently using a classical double-loop PI 
scheme. The tuning of the used PI controller is based on pole 
placement with respect to an inner current loop settling time of 
2ms and an outer voltage loop settling time of 4ms.  

4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The simulations and experiment aims to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed DC side power control as well as 
the limits of the topology. Simulations have been carried out for 
an inverter rated power of 100kW using Matlab/Simulink and 
the SimPowerSystems library. For laboratory purposes, the 
experiments have been carried out on a real scale prototype of 
20kW but operating at few kW. Both simulation and experiment 
parameters are listed in Table 3.  

Table 3: Parameters of the simulation and experimental test bench 

4.1. VRB power reference definer 

The VRB power reference definer implements the surface of 
Fig. 3 as well as equation (7) and gives the upper and lower 
bound that the VRB can reach. Fig. 6 shows a bloc 
representation of the VRB power definer where a reference 
selector allows selection of the maximum or minimum VRB 
power reference.  
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Fig. 6: VRB power reference definer 

4.2. Case study simulation 

To assess the ability of the converter to maintain a moderate 
power rate on the VRB as well as work at the limits offered by 
the topology, 5 cases studies have been combined in a unique 
scenario. The investigated scenario is composed of five 
sequences combining events on both AC and DC sides. The RES 

Parameters Simulation Experiment 

Switching frequency Fsw 10kHz 10kHz 
AC RMS voltage L-N Vac 230V 230V/2.2 

AC filter Lf 6mH 3mH 

DC filter C 6.6mF 3.3mF 

VRB power settling time 0.25s 2.5s 



 

injected into the DC bus is kept constant because RES variations 
can be considered as a perturbation equivalent to an AC load 
one, from a control point of view. The initial conditions and the 
events applied in the simulation are described in Table 4. 

Table 4: Simulation scenarios and event description 

Fig. 7 presents the result of a simulation with the ESSs 
models described in Section 2 on the detailed model of the 
inverter. It can be seen that the 2-SMC control scheme allows 
the VRB current to be maintained close to its reference, even if 
the AC load varies suddenly (Events 1 and 3) or is unbalanced 
(Case study V). The topology has a common mode voltage that 
involves a 150Hz current oscillations on the ESSs with a 
constant zero sequence injection. The amplitude of the 
oscillation strongly depends on the DC link filter parameters as 
well as the modulation type. However, thanks to the control of 
the VRB current, the oscillations of both ESS currents are 
compensated by the oscillation of the zero sequence injected. 

 
Fig. 7: Simulation results a) DC mean and AC RMS powers b) Zero sequence 
injected 

4.3. Experimental Validation 

The test bench employed for experimental validation shown 
in Fig. 8 is composed of the Opal-RT OP5600 real time 
simulator used to control the 4W-3L-NPC inverter, as well as 
two PAS1000 voltage amplifiers to emulate the ESSs and a third 
one as a current source injecting on the DC bus to emulate a 
RES. Due to laboratory limitation compared with the simulation 
tests, the voltages of the ESSs are divided by a factor of 2.2 and 
the peak voltage of the AC side is reduced by the same factor. 
The parameters of the experimental test bench are summed up in 
Table 3. 
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Fig. 8: Schematic of the experimental rig 

The experimental results of the 2-SMC control strategy for the 
scenario and conditions summed up in Table 5 are shown in Fig. 
9. As it can be seen there is a good agreement between 
simulation results shown in the previously and experimental 
results. The 2-SMC scheme allows the VRB current to be 
maintained close to its reference, even while the AC load varies 
or is unbalanced. The DC current oscillations are significantly 
reduced and the zero sequence injected has the expected profile 
too. It should also be noted that on both simulation and 
experiment and at specific set points, there is a phenomenon of 
power exchange between each HESS. At the end of the 
experiment’s Case study III as an example, the power that has to 
be provided by the HESS (the difference between the AC power 
and the RES power) is 250W. However the Li-ion battery is 
injecting 750W and the VRB is charging at 500W 
approximately, which means that both HESS exchange in 
practice 500W. In reality the RES power is split between the AC 
load and the VRB, while the Li-Ion battery provide the rest of 
the power needed by the AC load. This ability to realise a kind 
of energy transfer from one ESS to another provide more 
flexibility to this topology used as an HESS interface in a 
microgrid context.  

 Table 5: Experimental scenario and events description 

 
Fig. 9: Experimental results a) DC mean and AC RMS powers b) Zero 
sequence injected 

Case  Sequence/Event Desciption Time 

I  Pac=40kW Pres=50kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_max  
Event 1 AC load step of 20kW   1s 

II  Pac=60kW Pres=50kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_max  

Event 2 VRB reference Max to Min   1.5s 

III  Pac=60kW Pres=50kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  

Event 3 AC load step of -20kW   2s 

IV Pac=40kW Pres=50kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  

Event 4 10 kW monophasic load plugged   2.5s 

V Pac=60kW Pres=50kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  

Cases  Sequence/Event Desciption Time 
I  Pac=1kW Pres=1.5kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_max  

Event 1 AC load step of 750W   50s 

II  Pac=1.75kW Pres=1.5kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_max  

Event 2 VRB reference Max to Min   60s 

III  Pac=1.75kW Pres=1.5kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  

Event 3 AC load step of -750W   70s 

IV Pac=1kW Pres=1.5kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  

Event 4 2 x 250W monophasic load plugged   80s 

V Pac=1.5kW Pres=1.5kW Pvrb_ref= Pvrb_min  



 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper the use of a 4W-3L-NPC power converter 

topology to manage a HESS (formed by a VRB and a Li-Ion 
battery) in a weak grid context has been presented. The fourth 
leg of this converter allows the unbalanced voltage problem to 
be addressed, keeping a balanced AC voltage even if the load is 
unbalanced. Furthermore, a 2-SMC scheme has been designed 
and tuned to control the zero sequence injection in the 
modulating signals in order to manage the power division among 
the ESSs. Simulation and experimental results proved the 
capacity of the proposed control strategy to significantly smooth 
the power taken from the VRB for longer lifetime expectancy, 
even in unbalanced load conditions. Despite the limited range of 
power division of the 4W-3L-NPC topology compared to other 
active topology, only one converter can be used to manage a 
HESS in order to improve the power quality and stability as well 
as the RES integration in a microgrid. 
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